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The catalogue you are holding in your hands represents the JULIUS-K9® brand, 

which is very popular among dog owners. All of our products are characterized by 

high quality, aesthetics and comfort; guaranteed - in addition to being OEKO-TEX® 

certified, tested European materials and tensile tested German straps - by the pro-

fessional knowledge and the needs of dog trainers, rescue and police dog handlers 

around us.

As the CEOs of the company say: "We are never satisfied, our quest for perfection is 

endless, but we must add that we have put all our knowledge into these products, 

and we have managed to convince even the most critical customers in terms of 

functionality. As a result, we have millions of satisfied, new and regular, customers 

every year.

When you are holding one of our products in your hands, please remember that 

we appreciate personal feedback, be it positive or negative. We know that we can 

only develop further with your help. Our successes has given us the opportunity 

to become prominent supporters and participants of numerous humanitarian and 

animal welfare projects over the 20 years of our existence, allowing us to return 

the goodness that we have been given to the dogs, which form the basis of our 

business.

Thank you!"

Anikó Bakos and Gyula (JULIUS) Sebő

OWNERS & CEOs OF JULIUS-K9®
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Leading the dog on a leash 
puts a constant 
load on the joints. 
This may cause 
pain or slow the 
healing of joint 
injuries. The use 
of the Duo-Flex® 
dog harness, 
however, is gently 
on the joints.

The elastic chest strap 
design of our new 
development follows 
every move of the dog and 
the leash, and eliminates 
the adverse effects of 
the micro-vibrations 
generated when leading 
the dog on a leash.

The elastic chest strap design 
eliminates the adverse effects of 
micro-vibrations (HAVS)

A chest pad resting flat on the chest of the dog, and 
thus the chest strap, makes the dog harness more 
comfortable and safe to use.

SIZE 0
Girth:

• 58-76 cm
Weight of the dog:

• 14-25 kg 
Article number: 

• 16IDC-DUO-[colour code]-0
Size of the replaceable 
label:
11×3cm

Girth
and weight of the dog:
1. 63-85cm 

23–30 kg

2. 71-96cm
28–40 kg

3. 82–115 cm
40–70 kg

4. 96–138 cm
70–90 kg

Article number: 
16IDC-DUO-[colour code]-1/2/3/4

Size of the replaceable label: 
16×5 cm

 
DOG HARNESS WITH AN ELASTIC CHEST STRAP

blackP

Available colours:

redR

blue

SIZES 1, 2, 3, 4

6 7

2. Elastic torch holder

3.Replaceable side label 4. DUO-FLEX® elastic element

5. Duo-Flex® replaceable 
chest strap and chest pad

6. Replaceable chest strap label

1. DUO high-visibility element
(reflective, phosphorescent)

1. 2.

3.
4.

5.6.

5.
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 POWERHARNESS SINCE 2010

O R I G I N A L  K 9 ®  P O W E R H A R N E S S

SINCE 1997

The most successful dog harness in the world is the IDC® Powerharness, with its trademarked 
designs and utility models, which harmoniously unite aesthetic experience and usage value. 
Similar to the most famous patented ideas in the world, JULIUS-K9® inventions are also 
based on the further development or the perfection of already present products, even those 
which are widely used. The aim was to create a "perfect" harness from a practical point of 
view. The chest strap of the IDC® dog harness and the neckline of the saddle part combine 
the advantages of Y-harnesses and chest strap harnesses.

A dog harness that is not only a high-visibility vest, but is also suitable for lifting the dog, 
attaching side bags, and is simple to put on even for everyday dog owners, stirred the 
imagination of the leading armed forces and rescue dog units of the world at the end of 
the 1990s. A reliable professional production team allowed the implementation of the 
handle and closing elements with maximum loadability, and the triple quality control policy 
followed in series production. The German OEKO-TEX® certified lining and straps, and the 
buckles, made from Swiss materials guarantee a long service life.

In the case of the JULIUS-K9® dog harnesses, in addition to practicality and high quality, the 
key to success was the targeting of human emotions. In an unprecedented way, the product 
offered an opportunity for the attachment of side labels carrying information, attachable 
by hook & loop fasteners. Initially the usual service dog labels, like POLICE, ARMY etc. were 
used, then labels like COOL MAN, MINE IS BIGGER, MACHO, SEXMACHINE etc. also appeared 
on some dogs, and then an avalanche started.

The reputation of  JULIUS-K9®, thanks to the huge success of the so called K9® Powerharnesses 
(1997), reached the farthest corners of the world faster than production could keep pace with. 
Thus it is no wonder that this fashion craze brought to life a number of copies, necessitating 
further development in addition to the legal struggles. In 2010 this necessity to act brought 
to life a product line that became famous under the brand name IDC®, which became the 
exclusive sub-brand of JULIUS-K9® within 5 years.

Our product is protected by Community Design.

text i l E  st rap

F r o m  G e r M a n y
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE

      POWERHARNESSES / SIZES: 0-4

CLOSABLE HANDLE
Sizes Mini-Mini and Mini: closable by hook 
& loop fastener
Sizes 0-4: closable by rubber strap

WATER-REPELLENT TOP COVER

PHOSPHORESCENT, REPLACEABLE 
SIDE LABEL

The JULIUS-K9® logo glows even in 
total darkness.

A JULIUS-K9® development (2009)

BREATHABLE, SKIN-FRIENDLY LINING
Unduly, little attention is paid to this 
excellent property of the harness. The 
OEKO-TEX® clothing material and the 
related strict standards are applied in 
the production of products intended for 
human use. 

PERFECT ERGONOMICS
Thanks to a major development of the IDC® Powerharness, 
the chest strap is pointing downwards, distributing the 
acting forces on the chest of the dog. Here the pulling force 
acts not on the neck, but on the chest muscles.
A JULIUS-K9® development (2009).

UNBREAKABLE BUCKLE 
MADE FROM SWISS MATERIALS

REFLECTIVE EDGES AND CHEST STRAP
An important task of the IDC® Powerharness 

is to function as a high-visibility vest on 
the dog. The grey strip on the chest strap, 
adjustable by hook & loop fasteners, and 

the edging of the dog harness are made of a 
reflective material. Chest pads and Y-straps 

can be attached to the chest strap. The 
chest strap line has proven to be excellent in 

physiotherapy tests.

SIDE BAG FIXING OPTION
The side bag is available in 3- and 4-litre 
versions, and can be attached to larger 
Powerharnesses of sizes 0-4. A JULIUS-K9® 
development (2002). From 2013, a smaller 
IDC® universal side bag was introduced, 
with a volume of 250 cm3. It is excellent for 
carrying all personal documents, vaccina-
tion records, a telephone and treats.

ELASTIC TORCH HOLDER
The torch holder is elastic, thus it is suitable 
for attaching torches of different diameters. 

The torch holder is made of high quality 
German materials. It can be used simulta-

neously with the side bag. An indispensable 
accessory for search and rescue dogs as 

well as dogs working in the dark. It is also 
ideal for evening walks, allowing us to 

monitor the movement of the dog.

SECURING THE IDC® HANDLE
When the dog is running freely, the handle (and the 
central ring) should be closed for traffic safety rea-
sons! The rubber strap on the IDC® Powerharness (siz-
es 0-4) can be used in 4 different positions. Either only 
the central ring or only the handle is closed, or both of 
them, or neither of them. For the other harness sizes, 
the handle can be closed by hook & loop fastener. This 
minimizes the risk of getting tangled up.

AVAILABLE WITH A SAFETY FASTENER
In black it is available with a safety fastener
The attachable safety strap fastener was developed by JULIUS-K9® in 2004 especially for 
service dogs. This practical accessory increases the loadability of the buckle of the belly 
strap by about 60 kg. It ensures the usability of the harness if the buckle gets damaged 
(chewed).
In 2013 it was added to the official service dog harness of police dog units in London.

11
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SIZES:
BABY 1-2

SIZE BABY 1
GIRTH:
29–36 cm 
WEIGHT OF THE DOG:
0.8–3 kg 
ARTICLE NUMBER:
16IDC-[colour code]-B1
SIZE OF THE REPLACEABLE LABEL:
11×3 cm

SIZE BABY 2
GIRTH:
33–45 cm 
WEIGHT OF THE DOG:
2–5 kg 
ARTICLE NUMBER:
16IDC-[colour code]-B2
SIZE OF THE REPLACEABLE 
LABEL:
11×3 cm 

IDC®POWERHARNESS

Patent Office Registration Number: 
DE 402010004256-0004

julius-k9.com |

SINCE 2010

text i l E  st rap

F r o m  G e r M a n y

Copycats look the same, but real dogs know the difference®
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SIZE MINI-MINI
GIRTH:
40-53 cm
WEIGHT OF THE DOG:
4-7 kg
ARTICLE NUMBER:
16IDC-[colour code]-MM
SIZE OF THE REPLACEABLE 
LABEL: 11×3 cm

SIZE MINI
GIRTH:
49-67 cm 
WEIGHT OF THE DOG:
7-15 kg 
ARTICLE NUMBER: 
16IDC-[colour code]-M
SIZE OF THE REPLACEABLE 
LABEL: 11×3 cm 

® POWERHARNESSSIZES:
MINI-MINI / MINI

PATENT OFFICE REGISTRATION NUMBER: EU 
001655721-0001

Recommended accessories:
- Neoprene chest strap cover (162NP-MM / 162NP-M)
- Pressure distribution pad for size Mini (162BP-M)
- Y-belt for size Mini (162BG-M)
- Front Control Y-belt for size Mini (162BG-HS-M)

text i l E  st rap

F r o m  G e r M a n y
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SIZE 0
GIRTH:
58-76 cm 
WEIGHT OF THE DOG:
14-25 kg
ARTICLE NUMBER: 
16IDC-[colour code]-0
SIZE OF THE REPLACEABLE 
LABEL: 11×3 cm 

SIZES 1, 2, 3, 4

• 63-85 cm
23-30 kg

• 71-96 cm
28-40 kg

• 82-115 cm
40-70 kg

• 96–138 cm 
70-90 kg 

ARTICLE NUMBER: 
16IDC-[colour code]-1/2/3/4
SIZE OF THE REPLACEABLE 
LABEL: 16×5 cm 

 POWERHARNESS SIZES

PATENT OFFICE REGISTRATION NUMBERS: EU 001632258-0001, DE 402010004256-0001, DE 
402010005060-0006, DE 402010005060-0007
DE 402010005060-0008, DE 402010005060-0012, US D 682486S

Recommended accessories:
- neoprene chest strap cover (162NP-0)
- pressure distribution pad (162BP-0)
- Y-belt (162BG-0)
- Front Control Y-belt (162BG-HS-0)
- I-belt (162BGI-S)

Recommended accessories:
- Neoprene chest strap cover (162NP)
- Pressure distribution pad (162BP-12 / 162BP-34)
- Y-strap for sizes 1-3 (162BG)
- Front Control Y-strap (162BG-HS-123)
- I-strap (162BGI-M / 162BGI-L)

0/1- 4

Copycats look the same, but real dogs know the difference®



It is suitable for leisure activities where the dog is 
in the lead. During mantrailing the dog is searching for a 
particular person by tracking down the individual scent in any 
kind of environment. In canicross and other sports activities involving 
running on a leash, the dog is also ahead of the owner, and may pull the 
owner holding the leash. The mantrailing / outdoor harness of JULIUS-K9® 
has been designed specifically for mantrailing and activities involving run-
ning.

SIZES WEIGHT OF THE DOG ARTICLE NUMBER

S 7-17 kg 16MTR-FOR-S

M 17 – 28 kg 16MTR-FOR-M

L-XL 28 – 56 kg 16MTR-FOR-L-XL

*Size selection also depends on the body shape of the dog: Size L may fit long-bodied 
dogs with a gir th and weight corresponding to Size M.

The mantrailing harness was developed with the 
participation of the instructors of the Budapest 
Mantrailing Academy. After a 4-month test period, 
the product was introduced in the spring of 2017 
at the INBTI Seminar.

S–L/XL
SIZES

Patent application: P1700113

El
as

tic
 le

ash-holding element

A Hungarian patent
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MANTRAILING
&  OUTDOOR HARNESS

We handle it flexibly...

IT IS DEVELOPED ESPECIALLY FOR MANTRALING
AND ACTIVITIES INVOLVING RUNNING.



REGISTERED COMMUNITY DESIGN:
002762724-0001, 003851013-0001, 003851013-0002, 003851013-000320 21

SIZES
1-3

GIRTH:
1. 63-85 cm 
2. 71-96 cm 
3. 82–115 cm 

WEIGHT OF THE DOG:
1. 23–30 kg
2. 28–40 kg 
3. 40–70 kg 

ARTICLE NUMBER:
• 16STEALTH-P-[1/ 2/ 3]
• 16STEALTH-FOR-[1/ 2/ 3]

SIZES 1, 2, 3

OP
TI

ON
AL ACCESSORIES

Stealth®
harness

The product of JULIUS-K9® called IDC® 
"Stealth®" had its debut in September 
2015 as a dog harness for the armed 
forces and the fans of GoPro cameras. 
Its back part is suitable for attaching IR 
lamps.

• It reflects the globally successful IDC® design
• The safety fastener covering the buckle allows silent, noiseless 

use when the dog is moving
• The safety fastener covering the handle raises the saddle part on 

the back of the dog, facilitating the flow of air
• The handle on the back, made from a special non-slip material, 

allows the dog to be held securely
• The special cover of the handle prevents it from getting tangled 

up, and prevents strangers from having access to the handle and 
taking hold of the dog

•  The heightened hook & loop fastener side surfaces are suitable 
for attaching service badges

• The hook & loop fastener label field on the chest strap allows the 
occasional attachment of reflective elements

©copyright

free airflow

EUIPO

The Hungarian "stealth fighter"...
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The right harness size should leave enough room in the shoulder area, and 
the dog should be able to move its legs freely. If the harness is too big, the 
dog may step over the chest strap with its front legs. JULIUS-K9® will not as-
sume any responsibility for damage arising from choosing a wrong harness 
size or adjusting the harness incorrectly.

Attention! Choosing a wrong harness size, or incorrect harness adjustment 
and collar use may result in the dog escaping from the harness or the collar. 
If the harness is too small, the chest strap may squeeze the neck of the dog. 
Choosing a wrong harness size may result in injury. The chest strap may put 
the pressure on the neck in stead of distributing it over the chest area.

SECURING THE HANDLE
The handle part on the IDC® Powerharness has 4 different closing options. 
Either only the central ring, or only the handle, or both the handle and the 
central ring are closed,  neither of them is.. For IDC® harness sizes Mini, Mi-
ni-Mini, and K9® harnesses the handle can be secured/closed by the hook & 
loop fastener. This minimizes the risk of getting tangled up. This is especially 
important when the dog is running freely.

WHAT TO DO IF THE DOG BACKS OUT OF THE HARNESS?
If your dog attempts to slip out of the harness by backing out of it, or tries to 
pull its head out of the collar, avoid tightening the leash. It may be useful to 
use a chest pad as an accessory.

ATTENTION! THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION WITH PICTOGRAMS IS REQUIRED 
TO BE DISPLAYED ON ALL SITES WHERE JULIUS-K9® DOG HARNESSES ARE SOLD. 
THE PRODUCT INFORMATION INCLUDES A VIDEO AS WELL, WHICH SHALL ALSO BE 
DISPLAYED IN THE WEBSHOPS. THIS MINIMIZES THE RISK OF DAMAGE RESULTING 
FROM THE SELECTION OF A WRONG HARNESS SIZE OR FROM INCORRECT 
ADJUSTMENT.

Taking the measurements and adjusting the 
IDC® Powerharnesses and Original K9 dog harnesses correctly

TAKING THE MEASUREMENTS CORRECTLY
For selecting the correct size it is essential to take the measurements 
accurately. The girth of the dog is measured behind the front legs, 
approximately four fingers away from them for sizes 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4, and 
two fingers away from them for sizes Baby1, Baby2, Mini-Mini and Mini.

PUTTING ON THE DOG HARNESS
When putting on the dog harness, special care should be given to the 
correct adjustment of the chest strap and the belly strap. If the straps 
are left too loose, the dog can even wriggle backwards out of it. While a 
belly strap that is adjusted too tight is "only" extremely uncomfortable 
for the dog, the buckle of a chest strap that is adjusted too tight is under 
the armpits of the dog, and painfully rubs the skin.

EUIPO, HIPO
REGISTRATION NUMBERS:
U09 00241, U10 00002, 001632258-0001
402010004256-0003, 402010005060-0006,
402010005060-0007, 402010005060-0008
402010005060-0012, 012040382
402010005060-0012

CLEANING AND STORAGE
Do not machine wash. Hand wash, maximum temperature 
40°C/105°F.
Wash separately.

ATTENTION!
NEVER LEAVE A TIED UP ANIMAL UNATTENDED!

STORE IN A DRY PLACE, AWAY FROM DIRECT SUNLIGHT.
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The chest strap that can be opened and adjusted by hook 
& loop fasteners is a JULIUS-K9® development (1997). 
The chest strap is threaded through a loop adjuster and 
closed on itself on the side towards the chest of the 
dog. Between the minimum and maximum settings the 
harness can support a load equivalent to several times 
the weight of the dog. The chest circumference should 
be measured where the strap is supposed to be located. 
Choosing the correct size ensures maximum freedom of 
movement and protects the neck and shoulders.

CHOOSING THE CORRECT HARNESS SIZE IS ESSENTIAL FOR SAFE AND COMFORTABLE USE.

The belly strap is adjusted correctly if you can slide your fingers under 
the harness on the back of the dog.

Hand wash Do not bleachDo not 
dry clean

Do not tumble dry Do not iron
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          POWERHARNESS
WITH SIDE RINGS

Attention! For securing your dog in 
a car, attach one seat belt adapter 
to each side ring on both sides. 
We also recommend the use of a 
chest pad with the dog harness, 
which can prevent the dog from 
getting out of the harness, and can 
distribute the forces acting in the 
event of braking and turning.

This harness - by design - is not 
suitable for absorbing the forces 
caused by high-impact collision 
accidents or the inertia of the body. 
For this purpose use a special 
harness that surrounds the entire 
trunk of the dog.

P black

AVAILABLE COLOUR:

SIZE 0

SIZE 1-3

European 
handmade
European 
handmade

SIZES GIRTH WEIGHT OF THE DOG SIDE LABEL ARTICLE NUMBER

0 58–76 cm 14–25 kg 11×3 cm 16220-IDC-P

1 63–85 cm 23–30 kg 16×5 cm 16221-IDC-P

2 71–96 cm 28–40 kg 16×5 cm 16222-IDC-P

3 82–115 cm 40–70 kg 16×5 cm 16223-IDC-P

Recommended accessory:
- pressure distribution pad (162BP-0 / 162BP-12 / 162BP-34)
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SIZES GIRTH WEIGHT OF THE DOG SIDE LABEL ARTICLE NUMBER

Mini-Mini 40-49 cm 4–7 kg 11×3 cm 16IDC-MM-[colour code]-2015

Mini 49-65 cm 7–15 kg 11×3 cm 16IDC-M-[colour code]-2015

0 57-74 cm 14–25 kg 11×3 cm 16IDC-0-[colour code]-2015

1 61-80 cm 23–30 kg 16×5 cm 16501-IDC-[colour code]-15

2 67-97 cm 28–40 kg 16×5 cm 16502-IDC-[colour code]-15

3 84-113 cm 40–70 kg 16×5 cm 16503-IDC-[colour code]-15

BELT HARNESS SIZES

Mini-Mini – 3

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

PINK BLACKBLUE RED

In addition to the already familiar lines, the Color & Gray® collection of the IDC® belt 
harnesses created in 2015 has further important features for improved comfort. The 
edges of the straps are rounded and thickened to ensure that leading on a leash 
causes the least possible inconvenience to the dog. The trademarked design form 
and colour scheme offers several accessories within the Color & Gray® collection both 
to hobby and professional dog owners.

PIN
K

BLU
E

RED
BLACK

RE
IN

FO
RCED HANDLE

 EU TM (EUIPO):14860878 

text i l E  st rap

F r o m  G e r M a n y
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NATION ARTICLE NUMBER

British 16IDC-UK-[size]

French 16IDC-FR-[size]

German 16IDC-DE-[size]

Italian 16IDC-IT-[size]

USA 16IDC-US-[size]

Africa style 16IDC-AFR-[size]

Turkish 16IDC-TR-[size]

Hungarian 16IDC-HU-[size]

          FLAG HARNESS

The national flag patterned harnesses, while looking extremely 
cool, have all the features that IDC® Powerharnesses usually 
represent. 

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

FL
AG
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Africa style

Turkish

Hungarian

French

British

Italian

USA

German



Copycats look the same, but real dogs know the difference®
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A multifunctional vest (swimming vest) with removable 
floating foam pads that helps the dog to stay on the surface 
of the water, and makes lifting the dog easier on the ground, 
with the foam pads acting as pressure distribution elements 
(rehabilitation vest).
By removing the floating foam pads from the pockets, you get 
a great neoprene dog jacket protecting your pet from wind, 
water and cold.
As a swimming vest, it is excellent for hydrotherapy purposes, 
as increasing or decreasing the number of foam pads can 
vary the load on the dog. A strong handle and a leash ring for 
attaching a leash makes it easier to lift the dog from the water 
or to control it during the exercise.

+

PATENT OFFICE REGISTRATION NUMBERS:
DE 202012005574U1, EU 001924663-0020, EU 0019246630021, 

EU 002148718-0004, DE 402012005291-0002

We are pleased 
and proud to 

announce that the 
IDC® multifunctional  

dog vest 3in1 won the 
Pet Business Industry 
Recognition Award in 

the USA.

SPECIAL DOG HARNESSES
IDC® MULTIFUNCTIONAL DOG VEST 3IN1

S–XL
SIZES

AWARD-WINNING
PRODUCT
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FUNCTIONS OF THE 
          MULTIFUNCTIONAL DOG VEST 3IN1

SIZES GIRTH ARTICLE NUMBER FLOATING FOAM
PAD CODE

S 44–64 cm 16SWM-IDC-S / 16SWM-IDC-NE-S 16SWME-S

M 55–72 cm 16SWM-IDC-M / 16SWM-IDC-NE-M 16SWME-M

L 65–82 cm 16SWM-IDC-L / 16SWM-IDC-NE-L 16SWME-L

XL 75–92 cm 16SWM-IDC-XL / 16SWM-IDC-NE-XL 16SWME-XL

PATENT OFFICE REGISTRATION 
NUMBERS:
U11 00227, U12 00162 001924663-0020, 
001924663-0021, 002148718-0004, 
402012005291-0002

The load on the 
dog can be varied 
by increasing or 
decreasing the 
number of foam pads.
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SPECIAL DOG HARNESSES
          NEOPRENE DOG JACKET
It offers effective protection on cold days. The soft, waterproof, elastic material 
of the IDC® neoprene dog jacket, fits the body of the dog snugly. Its excellent 
thermal insulation capability is guaranteed by thousands of tiny air bubbles 
embedded in the neoprene material. It is a comfortable wear for dogs. Its 
phosphorescent and reflective elements ensure high-visibility. It is very simple 
to put on: by means of two strong hook & loop fasteners on the chest and 
under the belly.

BABY 1–XL
SIZES

SIZES GIRTH ARTICLE NUMBER (YELLOW / PINK / AQUAMARINE)

Baby 1 30–35 cm 16DC-IDC-B1 / 16DC-IDC-B1 -PN / 16DC-IDC-B1 -AM

Baby 2 35–44 cm 16DC-IDC-B2 / 16DC-IDC-B2-PN / 16DC-IDC-B2-AM

XS 43–53 cm 16DC-IDC-XS / 16DC-IDC-XS-PN / 16DC-IDC-XS-AM

S 51–64 cm 16DC-IDC-S / 16DC-IDC-S-PN / 16DC-IDC-S-AM

M 60-71 cm 16DC-IDC-M / 16DC-IDC-M-PN / 16DC-IDC-M-AM

L 70–82 cm 16DC-IDC-L / 16DC-IDC-L-PN / 16DC-IDC-L-AM

XL 79–90 cm 16DC-IDC-XL / 16DC-IDC-XL-PN / 16DC-IDC-XL-AM
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P black

SPECIAL DOG HARNESSES
RAPPELLING AND CARRYING HARNESS
The reliability of the latest improved rappelling harness 
has been proven in mechanical load tests. It is equipped 
with quick release buckles. The ergonomic design and 
the pressure distribution foam pads ensure maximum 
comfort for the dog. It has reflective and phosphorescent 
parts for perfect visibility. For lowering the dog, the 
carabiner should be attached to the handles on both 
sides. The belts, straps and hook & loop fasteners 
should be adjusted as tight as possible on both the dog 
and the human. For carrying the dog the two shoulder 
straps should be connected on the chest.

AVAILABLE COLOUR:

PATENT OFFICE
REGISTRATION NUMBERS:

U10 00251
U10 00252

402010006600-0005
402010006600-0006

The improvements have been made by 
Gyula (JULIUS) Sebő and JULIUS-K9® at the 
request of the RESCUE-24 team.

QUALITY CONTROL

M–XL
SIZES

SIZES GIRTH WEIGHT OF THE DOG WEIGHT OF THE PRODUCT ARTICLE 
NUMBER

M 58–80 cm 15–25 kg 1.6 kg 16600-M

L 75–100 cm 24–40 kg 2.2 kg 16600-L

XL 100–140 cm 40–60 kg 2.8 kg 16600-XL

The mechanical load tests of the used materials and 
finished products have been performed by  
Textilipari Műszaki Fejlesztő és Vizsgáló Intézet Zrt.
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PUTTING ON AND ADJUSTING THE
RAPELLING AND CARRYING HARNESS

1.

3.

2.

4.

ATTENTION! THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION WITH PICTOGRAMS IS REQUIRED 
TO BE DISPLAYED ON ALL SITES WHERE JULIUS-K9® RAPELLING AND CARRYING 
HARNESSES ARE SOLD. THE PRODUCT INFORMATION INCLUDES A VIDEO AS 
WELL, WHICH SHALL ALSO BE DISPLAYED IN THE WEBSHOPS. THIS MINIMIZES 
THE RISK OF DAMAGE RESULTING FROM THE SELECTION OF A WRONG HARNESS 
SIZE OR FROM INCORRECT ADJUSTMENT.



16BFH-IDC-W[size]
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AVAILABLE COLOURS:

16BFH-IDC-[size]

SIZES: 1,2, 3

W

NE

-16×45-60 cm (ALUHANDLE)
/Included in the order by default/

-16x1-35 cm (ALUHANDLE_S)
-20×90 cm (ALUHANDLE_L)
-16x35-45 cm (ALUHANDLE_C)
/Adjustable between 35 and 45 cm/

Available separately

2.

1. GUIDE DOG HARNESS

2. ALU HANDLE

It combines all the advantages of the most popular 
harnesses. The light aluminium handle, available in 
various sizes, is easy to remove, and all straps on the 
harness are adjustable. The quick release connection 
allows the handle to be removed from the harness 
without the need to take the harness itself off the dog. 
This makes it much easier to release the dog.

Replaceable labels

SPECIAL HARNESSES
          GUIDE DOG HARNESS

1.

16BFH-IDC-NE[size]

Copycats look the same, but real dogs know the difference®
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AVAILABLE COLOUR:

P black

SIZES: S - XXL
ARTICLE NUMBER: 16NEO-VS/
[size]

SHOULDER UNIT

SIZES: S - XXL
ARTICLE NUMBER: 16NEO-HS/
[size]

HIP UNIT

FRONT

BACK

AVAILABLE COLOUR:

ARTICLE NUMBER:
16THE-W-[size]

Sizes: 1, 2 & 3

W

For dogs with musculoskeletal disorders, this elastic 
harness, made of neoprene material, is of great help for 
older dogs or dogs undergoing an operation. By holding 
the handle of the dog harness, we can assist the movement 
of our pet. It is adjustable by hook & loop fasteners, and is 
made of elastic and water-repellent neoprene.

The JULIUS-K9® therapy dog harness was tested in 
2003 by the most renowned Hungarian assistance dog 
associations. The fixed side bags accommodate everything 
- from service dog documents to a smart phone required 
for remote communication. The reflective edging and the 
phosphorescent JULIUS-K9® side label ensure high visibility.

REHABILITATION
DOG HARNESS

THERAPY DOG HARNESS
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ORIGINAL K9® POWERHARNESS
JULIUS-K9® was the first in Europe to use the brand name Powerharness 
for dog harnesses, protective equipment and clothing made for both 
professional and private dog owners. The experts of the company known 
for the development of dog harnesses, have introduced solutions that have 
never been used before thanks to their developments. Thus in 2001 the 
manufacturing company was justified in adding the prefix "Power" to the 
name of the harnesses. Finally, the two largest Austrian police training 
centres and the fire service have used the harnesses with excellent results 
on real missions. The product is made exclusively of materials made in the 
EU and meets the stringent quality standards.

ORIGINAL K9® Powerharness
Since 1997

Copycats look the same, but real dogs know the difference®

European 
handmade
European 
handmade

PATENT OFFICE REGISTRATION NUMBERS: 

CLEANING AND STORAGE:
Do not machine wash.
Hand wash, maximum temperature 40°C.
Wash separately.

BREATHABLE, SKIN-FRIENDLY LINING
The OEKO-TEX® clothing material and the related strict standards are applied in the production of 
products intended for human use.

UNBREAKABLE BUCKLE MADE FROM SWISS MATERIALS
The high quality buckles of Original K9® Powerharnesses are 
constantly checked and tested. The trust you put in quality is rewarded especially during the winter 
months. They work perfectly and do not break even in freezing weather. 

REFLECTIVE CHEST STRAP AND EDGING
An important task of the Original K9® Powerharness is to function as a high visibility vest on the dog.   
The grey strip on the chest strap and the edging of the dog harness are made of a reflective material, 
thus the high visibility of your dog is guaranteed, especially at night, even at a long distance.

SIDE BAG FIXING OPTION
The side bag is available in 3- and 4-litre versions, and can be attached to larger Powerharnesses of 
sizes 0-4. From 2013, a smaller IDC® universal side bag was introduced, with a volume of 250 cm3 , it is 
excellent for carrying all personal documents, vaccination records, a telephone and treats.

ELASTIC TORCH HOLDER
The torch holder is elastic, thus it is suitable for attaching torches of different diameters. The torch 
holder is made of high quality German materials. It can be used simultaneously with the side bag. It is 
an essential accessory for search and rescue dogs and dogs working in the dark.

WATER-REPELLENT TOP COVER

PHOSPHORESCENT, REPLACEABLE SIDE LABEL
With JULIUS-K9® logo

CLOSABLE HANDLE BY HOOK & LOOP FASTENER

NEVER LEAVE A TIED UP ANIMAL UNATTENDED!
STORE IN A DRY PLACE, AWAY FROM DIRECT SUNLIGHT.

Hand wash Do not bleachDo not 
dry clean

Do not tumble dry Do not iron

DE 402010003243-0003, EU 001924663-0017, EU 001924663-0018, EU 001924663-0019



Copycats look the same, but real dogs know the difference®

1 9 9 7

The general instructions for the use of dog harnesses shall be displayed on all online sites where dog harnesses are sold.
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GIRTH:
29–36 cm 
WEIGHT OF THE DOG:
1–3 kg 
ARTICLE NUMBER:
162[colour code]-BB1

SIZE: BABY 1

GIRTH:
33–45 cm 
WEIGHT OF THE DOG:
2.5–5 kg
ARTICLE NUMBER:
162[colour code]-BB2

SIZE: BABY 2

GIRTH:
40–53 cm
WEIGHT OF THE DOG:
4–7 kg 
ARTICLE NUMBER:
162[colour code]-MM

SIZE: MINI-MINI

GIRTH:
51–67 cm 
WEIGHT OF THE DOG:
7–15 kg 
ARTICLE NUMBER:
162[colour code]-M

SIZE: MINI

GIRTH:
58–76 cm
WEIGHT OF THE DOG:
13–25 kg 
ARTICLE NUMBER:
162[colour code]-0

SIZE: 0

BABY

MINI

SIZE 0

ORIGINAL K9® POWERHARNESS
SIZES 1, 2 & 3

GIRTH:
66-85 cm 
71-96 cm 
82-115 cm 

WEIGHT OF THE DOG:
23-30 kg 
28-40 kg 
40-80 kg 

ARTICLE NUMBER:
162-[colour code]-1
162-[colour code]-2
162-[colour code]-3

SIZES 1-3

text i l E  st rap

F r o m  G e r M a n y



since 1997
LABELS
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LABELS ATTACHABLE BY 
HOOK & LOOP FASTENER
There are more than 1000 labels on stock to choose from. If you do not find 
the one best suited to your dog, you can order a custom label as well! The IDC® 
Powerharnesses come with standard labels bearing the JULIUS-K9® logo.

DOG HARNESS SIZE

Powerharness Baby 1 8×2 cm

Powerharness Baby 2 – Size 0 11×3 cm

Powerharness Sizes 1–3 16×5 cm 

IDC® Powerharness Baby 1 – Size 0 11×3 cm 

IDC® Powerharness Sizes 1–4 16×5 cm 

SIZE CHART

LABELS IN STOCK

BETTER VISIBILITY FOR YOUR DOG!

JULIUS-K9® - The inventor of replaceable harness labels. When you buy any dog harness, you get a 
pair of JULIUS-K9® labels free. So you get one of the most popular dog harness in Europe with a pair 
of labels glowing in the dark (phosphorescent), bearing our logo, attachable by hook & loop fastener. 
The labels can be attached to the dog harness by hook & loop fastener. The labels can be attached not 
only to JULIUS-K9® dog harnesses, but also to vest, bags, uniforms, and any surface having the loop 
component of the hook & loop fastener.

A JULIUS-K9® DEVELOPMENT FOR HIGH VISIBILITY AND THE PERFECT SAFETY OF THE DOG.

What can you do for the better visibility of your dog?
The labels on stock attachable by hook & loop fastener are reflective, and the website address 
on them is phosphorescent. Therefore the dog harness glows when light is shone on it, and 
even in total darkness without a power source. This is the All Time Light system!

PATENT OFFICE REGISTRATION NUMBERS: 
DE202010016545 U1, DE202011107585 U1, GM 777/2010, U1000001

reflective elements
phosphorescent elements

=
reflective part

+
phosphorescent 

part

perfect
visibility

Since 1997

Copycats look the same, but real dogs know the difference®
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4

3

M O R E
T H A N
1 0 0 0
L A B E L S

M O R E
T H A N
1 0 0 0
L A B E L S

2

1

LABELS IN STOCK
1 STANDARD LABELS

Prefabricated labels, in 3 sizes, with a phosphorescent information line and reflective text. If you would like to order 
a completely new text as a standard label, the minimum order quantity is 25 pairs. A smaller quantity can be ordered 
only as a custom label.

2  STANDARD LABELS WITH A HEART ICON
They include a coloured heart icon. They are available in pairs at the list price until supplies last, after that the 
minimum order quantity is 25 pairs.

4 BLANK LABELS
Labels with a black, white or red background and a phosphorescent information line, available in the case of the 
black colour in 3 sizes (baby, small, large), while in the case of the white and the red colours in 2 sizes (small, large), 
in pairs.

IDC® 
POWERHARNESS

IDC® POWERHARNESS 
WITH SIDE RINGS

MANTRAILING 
& OUTDOOR
HARNESS

IDC® 
BELT HARNESS

K9® 
POWERHARNESS

K9® COLLAR WITH
HANDLE

IDC® 
STEALTH HARNESS

IDC® NEOPRENE
DOG JACKET

IDC®
UNIVERSAL
SIDE BAG

K-9® 
CLOTHING IDC® MULTIFUNCTIONAL

DOG VEST 3IN1

K-9® BAGS

3 REFLECTIVE STRIPE LABELS
A reflective stripe on a black background, without a text, they are available in 3 sizes (baby, small, large), in pairs.

THE LABELS ATTACHABLE BY HOOK & LOOP FASTENER CAN BE ATTACHED 
TO THE FOLLOWING PRODUCTS
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NATIONAL FLAG PATTERNED 
LABELS

JULIUS-K9® - The inventor of replaceable harness labels.
The brand is now sold in 60 countries worldwide.
The national flag patterned labels are attachable by hook & loop 
fastener, so they are easy to attach to the label fields designed 
specifically for this purpose on both the K9® Powerharnesses 
and the IDC® Powerharnesses. They can also be attached to 
any surface having the loop component of the hook & loop 
fastener, such as team uniforms and collars with a label field.
They are available in two standard sizes: 11x3 cm and 16x5 cm.

NATION CODE

Argentina ARG

Australia AU

Austria AT

Belgium BE

Brazil BRA

Kanada CA

China CN

Croatia HR

Denmark DM

England EN

Finland FI

France FR

Germany DE

Greece GR

Hungary HU

Ireland IR

Italy IT

NATION CODE

Japan JAP

Lithuania LT

Luxembourg LU

Netherlands NL

Norway NO

Poland PO

Portugal PT

Romania RO

Russia RU

Scotland SC

Spain ES

Sweden SWE

Switzerland CH

Suriname SU

Taiwan TW

United Kingdom UK

USA USA

SIZE ARTICLE NUMBER

11×3 cm 162LK-NF-[nation code]

16×5 cm 162LG-NF-[nation code]
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CUSTOM LABELS
If you do not find the label best suited to your dog among 
the labels in stock, you can order a custom label as well!  
A custom label can make your dog harness unique. Just 
think of a text, order it from our webshop and attach it to 
the harness of your pet in the place of the old one!
These unique labels are attachable by hook & loop fastener, 
and are also available in white, in the standard sizes.

PATENT OFFICE REGISTRATION NUMBERS:
GM 777/2010
DE202010016545 U1
DE202011107585 U1

IMPORTANT INFORMATION ON ORDERING
The text can contain maximum 20 characters 
(including spaces). It shall not violate the general 
rules of ethics. It shall not be a protected band 
name.

SIZE ARTICLE NUMBER

11×3 cm 162-LRW-K-[colour code]

16×5 cm 162-LRW-G-[colour code]

Colours

NSN OR NPN R NG AM PR

High visibility (white phosphorescent and silver reflective)

W
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IDC® UNIVERSAL SIDE BAGS
It is attachable to the IDC® and K9® Powerharnesses from 
Size MINI-MINI. The side bag is water-repellent, and can 
also be attached to your pants by means of the hook & 
loop fastener straps. It is an ideal solution for carrying a 
smart phone, documents or therapy equipment. The hook 
& loop fastener on the back of the bag can be attached 
to the side of the harness, while the hook & loop fastener 
straps on the front of the bag to the chest strap of the 
harness.

PATENT OFFICE REGISTRATION NUMBERS:
402012005291-0003, 402012005291-0004

002148718-0005, 002148718-0006

SIZE 1
139×5 cm 
For Baby 1 - Mini-Mini harnesses

SIZE 2
16×10×5 cm
For Mini - Size 0-4 harnesses

A phosphorescent JULIUS-K9® label 
attachable by hook & loop fastener 
(110x30 mm) and a pair of oval rings in 
two sizes are standard accessories.

black

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

B blue

R red

NE neon

it is compatible with the 
standard labels

and the custom 
labels

The first bag 
in the world 
which is a 
practical 
accessory 
for dog and 
owner alike.

AM aquamarine

PR purple

PN pink

C camouflage

Labels attachable by hook & loop fastener
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ORIGINAL K9® POWERHARNESSES
Sizes 1-3:

4.5 litre 
ARTICLE NUMBER:
1622NT [sizes:1-2]
1622NT-3 [size: 3]

ORIGINAL K9® SIDE BAGS FOR DOG HARNESS

In 2003, the developers of JULIUS-K9® created the first side bag 
in the world attachable by hook & loop fastener to a dog harness. 
The equipment attachable the two sides of the dog harness, with a 
volume of several litres and a waterproof cover, is ideal for touring 
and hiking. The K9® side bags, and the IDC® side bag, introduced in 
2010, offer new opportunities for the shared activities of humans 
and dogs.

P black

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

3+1 fixing option

Copycats look the same, but real dogs know the difference®

FOR IDC® POWERHARNESSES
Sizes 0-4
3 & 4 litre 
ARTICLE NUMBER: 
1622NT-IDC0 /size: 0 1622NT-IDC /sizes:1-2
1622NT-IDC3 /Size: 3

IDC®SIDE BAGS

- Perfectly attachable by hook & loop fastener
- Side label
- Inner pocket for e.g. documents
- Innovative, sporty, dynamic design
- Reflective elements over the whole width
- An EU product tested by leading dog trainers
- Maximum loadability per bag: 1.5 kg

PATENT OFFICE REGISTRATION NUMBERS:
U09 00129, 001648601-0001, 001679093-0001

P black

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

3+1 fixing options

B blue

R red

NE neon

AM aquamarine

C camouflage

Maximum loadability per bag: 1.5 kg

The JULIUS-K9® label is not a standard 
accessory.
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In 2003, the developers of JULIUS-K9® created the first product in the world attachable by 
hook & loop fastener to a dog harness, making the JULIUS-K9® harnesses safer and more 
comfortable to wear for your dog. This practical accessory connects the chest part and the 
belly part of the harness, rests flat on the chest, distributing the pressure and securing the 
harness on the body of the dog as firmly as possible. It is easy to put on in a few moves by 
means of hook & loop fasteners.

Y-BELT FOR POWERHARNESSES

PATENT OFFICE REGISTRATION NUMBER:
402011003598-0005

IT CAN BE USED ON THE FOLLOWING HAR-
NESSES:
 · IDC® Powerharness Mini-Mini, Mini 
 · K9® Powerharness Mini-Mini, Mini
ARTICLE NUMBER: 162BG-P-M
 · IDC® Powerharness, Size: 0
 · K9® Powerharness, Size: 0
ARTICLE NUMBER: 162BG-P-0
 · IDC® Guide dog harness
 · IDC® Belt harness
 · IDC® Powerharness
 · IDC® Powerharness with side rings
 · K9® Powerharness, Sizes: 1-3
ARTICLE NUMBER: 162BG-P-13

IDC® PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION PAD
The IDC® Pressure distribution pad is easy to put on and attachable by hook & loop fasteners.  
It ensures an even distribution of pressure while working and walking. Its use is highly 
recommended when transporting your dog in a car, by mounting it on a dog harness with side 
rings, to which seat belt adapters are attached on both sides.

PATENT OFFICE REGISTRATION NUMBERS:
U10 00003, 402010004256-0006, 402010004256-0007

IT CAN BE USED ON THE FOLLOWING HAR-
NESSES:
· IDC® Powerharness Sizes: Mini–4 
· K9 ® Powerharness Sizes: Mini–3
· IDC® Guide dog harness
· IDC® Belt harness

- Attachable without opening the chest strap of the harness
- Prevents the chest strap from sliding up in the direction of 
the neck

- Breathable OEKO-TEX® inner lining
- Excellent pressure distribution function
- Water-repellent outer material
- Even distribution of pressure
- Reflective edging
- Made from German materials
- Tested by recognized dog trainers

ARTICLE NUMBER:
162BP-M (Size: mini)
162BP-0 (Size: 0)
162BP-12 (Sizes: 1-2)
162BP-34 (Sizes: 3-4)

Tested by the German K-9® Suchhundezentrum.

Copycats look the same, but real dogs know the difference®
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          FRONT CONTROL Y-BELT
The IDC® FRONT CONTROL Y-belt is a new version of the Y-belt developed by JULIUS-K9® in 2003 
and popular to this day. Offering further opportunities for special powerharnesses equipped 
with a chest strap openable by hook & loop fastener with respect to training and everyday 
leading on a leash. With the IDC® FRONT CONTROL Y-belt the dog can be controlled easily, 
without force and conflict in traffic, during training or in dangerous situations.

For both work and walking, a leash can be attached to the ring of the Y-strap and the central ring 
of the dog harness simultaneously. Thereby the body of the dog becomes easy to control and 
manoeuvre. In this case, the use of a JULIUS-K9® double carabiner leash is an ideal solution for 
leading on a leash. A further advantage of the FRONT CONTROL Y-belt is that it can be attached 
to either side of a chest strap openable by hook & loop fastener, depending on the nature of the 
practice of leading on a leash in question. When leading the dog next to a bicycle*, the FRONT 
CONTROL belt can be attached by sliding it to the given side of the chest strap, thereby the 
distance of the dog can be more closely controlled. This patent-pending innovation with its 
trademarked design patterns can be ordered in three different sizes for dog harnesses from Mini 
to Size 3.

Attention! The hook & loop fastener of the FRONT CONTROL Y-belt shall be fastened to the hook 
& loop fastener of the chest strap of the dog harness along its whole length in order to avoid the 
slipping of the Y-belt when handling the leash. When the FRONT CONTROL Y-belt is no longer 
needed, remove it by opening the chest strap in order to prevent it from getting caught.

*The local traffic rules in force shall be observed!

RCD: 002886861-0001, 002886861-0002, 002886861-0003, 002886861-0004
PATENT OFFICE REGISTRATION NUMBER: US 9,655,344 B1
PATENT PENDING: EP17000152.3, U1600205

DOG HARNESS SIZE ARTICLE NUMBER

Mini 162BG-HS-M

0 162BG-HS-0

1–3 162BG-HS-123

IT CAN BE USED ON THE FOLLOWING HAR-
NESSES:
 · IDC® Powerharness Mini 
 · K9® Powerharness Mini
ARTICLE NUMBER: 162BG-P-M
 · IDC® Powerharness, Size: 0
 · K9® Powerharness, Size: 0
ARTICLE NUMBER: 162BG-P-0
 · IDC® Guide dog harness
 · IDC® Belt harness
 · IDC® Powerharness
 · IDC® Powerharness with side rings
 · K9® Powerharness, Sizes: 1-3
ARTICLE NUMBER: 162BG-P-13
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ATTENTION!
The product shall be connected 
only to dog harnesses equipped 
with a chest strap introduced by 
JULIUS-K9®, openable by hook & 
loop fastener, and to collars with 
a quick release buckle. The I-belt 
shall not be connected to collars 
with a "choke" function!

A world-first innovation de-
veloped by Gyula Sebő at the 
request of the Tököl Prison and 
Penitentiary Facility. The “I” safety belt can be attached to the chest strap without fully opening the chest belt of the 

dog harness. Its connection to the collar is not necessary for everyday use, but recommended 
when securing the dog in a car. It prevents agile dogs from getting out of the harness.PATENT OFFICE REGISTRATION NUMBERS:

U11 00245, 001924663-0014

with an elastic loop

5

4

ELASTIC I-BELT FOR DOG HARNESSES POWERHARNESSES & 
IDC® POWERHARNESSES
SIZES: 0 - 4
ARTICLE NUMBER: 162BGI-[S, M , L]

The "I" safety belt is a further developed version of the Y-belt, a 
legendary JULIUS–K9® development, for service and sporting 
dogs, specifically in extreme situations.
It is an elastic, adjustable safety belt, easy to put on and take 
off, connecting the chest belt and the belly belt of the dog 
harness, as well as the collar is necessary, keeping the chest 
belt in the appropriate direction on the chest of the dog even 
under extreme load.



LEASHES
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LEASH
IDC® LUMINO®

The name LUMINO® was inspired by the 
concept of luminescence, which means the 
emission of light at low temperatures. 

One form of this is the phenomenon – 
photoluminescence - when light emission 
is initiated by photoexcitation.

1. when the absorbed light is re-
emitted immediately, it is called: 
FLUORESCENCE
2. when the absorbed light is re-
emitted after a delay, it is called: 
PHOSPHORESCENCE

1. 2. 3.

R AM SN

P PN OR

Anti-slip surface

This leash glows 
(phosphorescent) in the dark.

It is a strong polyester strap 
with a silicone-type coating 
for optimum grip, tested and 
proven in load tests. 

A phosphorescent material 
is capable of emitting light 
only after exposure to light, 
depending on the duration 
and intensity of light exposure.
- Water-repellent
- Easy to clean
- disinfectable

PATENT OFFICE REGISTRATION 
NUMBERS:

U11 00015, U12 00025, EP2976945

With or without a handle. 
Available sizes: 
0.8-15 m   

. Adjustable leash: 220 cm

. Twin leash: 75 cm

. Short leash: 35 cm
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COLOR & GRAY® SUPER-GRIP
LEASH

RED

PINK

BLUE

BLACK

ORANGE

Anti-slip surface

text i l E  st rap

F r o m  G e r M a n y

This leash is made of a durable 
fabric which is pleasant to 
the touch; rubber threads 
woven into surface ensure the 
optimum for leading the dog. 
Thanks to its special coating 
there won’t be any problems in 
rain and in wet environments, 
whether for a walk, for work or 
sports.

0.45 -15 m 
With or without a handle.
Ø 20 mm & Ø 14 mm
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BRAIDED OR HANDSEWN
LEATHER LEASH

It is comfortable to grip and durable. 
It is handsewn or braided from strong 
bullhide leather. It is made by Hungarian 
saddlers.

with/without a handle

with a ring

100% handmade

ha
ndse

wn

adjustable leash

with a brass carabin
er

braided/sewn

in different length
s 

It is comfortable to grip and durable.

AVAILABLE WIDTHS:
• Ø 10 mm 
• Ø 13 mm
• Ø 16 mm
• 

LENGTH:
• 0.8-10 m 
• Available with a metal or brass carabi-
ner, with or without a handle.

SPECIAL VERSION: 
• Adjustable leather leash: 1.25 / 1.6 / 2 m 
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TUBULAR 
WEBBINGLEASHES

A leash is basic equipment, so it 
is especially important for all dog 
owners to have an easy to use, 
comfortable and practical leash. 
The IDC® tubular webbing leash 
combines these properties. Its 
durable, heavy-duty material is 
easy to clean. It can be used for 
sports, work or dynamic walks.

Its specialty is that it contains 
phosphorescent threads. Thanks 
to its unique material, the leash 
will not cut into the hand even 
under higher loads. It is equipped 
with an easy to open, strong and 
safe carabiner.

The IDC® tubular webbing leash 
is available in different widths 
and lengths, and with or without 
a handle.

PATENT OFFICE REGISTRATION NUMBERS:
U10 00173 , U10 00180

WIDTHS:
• 14 mm
• 19 mm
• 25 mm

LENGTH:
• 1-15 m 

SPECIAL VERSIONS:
. Adjustable leash

• Adjustable lengths: 1.25 / 1.6 / 2 m
. Twin leash for two dogs

• lengths: 2×36 cm
. Short leash

• length: 35 cm

ARTICLE NUMBER: 
• 14mm: 218-NL-[size&colour code]
• 19mm: 216-NL-[size&colour code]
• 25mm: 214-NL-[size&colour code]
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WIDTH LENGTH COLOUR ARTICLE 
NUMBER

ROPE LEASH WITH CARABINER

12 mm 1,2 m
2 m

black, with fluo-
rescent threads

20120-IDC
20200-IDC

RETRIEVER LEASH

12 mm 1,2 m 
2 m

black, with fluo-
rescent threads

2012R-IDC
2020R-IDC

ADJUSTABLE ROPE LEASH

12 mm 2,2 m black, with fluo-
rescent threads 20220-S-IDC

WIDTH LENGTH COLOUR ARTICLE 
NUMBER

4 mm 10 m [red/black] 2010S-[R/S]

Thanks to its material, it floats on the surface of water. Its 
length of 10 metres is enough to let the dog move freely, yet     
it maintains a connection between the owner and the dog, 
providing security and control.
Its bright colour ensures excellent visibility.

Thanks to the rigid rope of the contact leash, the dog can be safely 
controlled by small, barely visible hand gestures. It allows you to 
react to every move of the dog quickly and gently. The stimulus 
given by the leash causes only temporary inconvenience. It is 
recommended especially for aggressive or panicking dogs. It is 
equipped with a double stop to reduce the choking effect.

Our rope leashes are light, resistant, and comfortable to grip. 
They include fluorescent threads to ensure high visibility. The 
handle part and the section above the carabiner, subjected to 
higher loads, are reinforced with leather to ensure stability even 
under high physical stress. They can be combined with any type 
of collar and harness.

SHOW LEASH

01

Y-LEASH - POLICE

02

TRACKING LEASH

03

TIE-OUT LEASH

04

It is an essential item for dog shows. 
It is thin and elegant, yet its handle 
is designed for holding larger dogs 
too. The collar part is adjustable, so 
it is a comfortable wear for a dog of 
any size. By pulling it over the head of 
the dog, it can be adjusted firmly by a 
slide adjuster. When not in use, it can 
be folded and put in your pocket, so it 
will be there when you need it.

The tracking leash is made of a light, 
silky rope, so the dog is not disturbed 
by it during work, and it provides a 
comfortable and secure grip to the 
handler as well. It has a high tensile 
strength, and its slightly slippery 
surface prevents the formation of 
inextricable knots. Without a handle.

The Y-leash is the equipment of 
police dogs patrolling the streets, 
but it is also useful for training 
panicking or very shy dogs to get 
used to street traffic. The leash 
can be attached to two different 
points on the dog simultaneously 
(two collars, or a collar and a dog 
harness). Thus it can prevent the 
accidental escape of the dog.

The tie out leash is an ideal solution 
for building workout and bite training. 
The elasticity provided by the rubber 
part helps to avoid potential joint 
injuries. The leash is designed for 
a maximum stretching of 50 cm. 
This way the pull-back effect can be 
avoided, and it is also easier for the 
handler to judge the ideal distance.

SWIMMING LEASH

CONTACT LEASH 
WITH STOP

WIDTH LENGTH ARTICLE 
NUMBER

3,5 mm 
1,2 m 2012AN

2 m 2020AN

WIDTH LENGTH ARTICLE 
NUMBER

25 mm 2,2 m 214SL

WIDTH LENGTH ARTICLE 
NUMBER

6 mm 10 m 2010M

WIDTH LENGTH ARTICLE 
NUMBER

20 mm 5,5 m 110GL
WIDTH LENGTH COLOUR ARTICLE NUM-

BER

4 mm 1,1 m black 20235-KO

4 mm 1,1 m blue 20235-KO-B

4 mm 1,1 m pink 20235-KO-PN

ROPE LEASH

RETRIEVER LEASH
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COLLARS



new colours
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safety buckle

replaceable harness label

closable handle

COLOR & GRAY® COLLARS
// PINK-GRAY // BLUE-GRAY // RED-GRAY // BLACK-GRAY 

closable handl
e

safety fastener

replaceable la
be

l

text i l E  st rap

F r o m  G e r M a n y

PATENT OFFICE REGISTRATION NUMBERS:
EU 002886861-0005, 002886861-0006, 002886861-0007

AVAILABLE:
in a width of 40 mm, in all colours
ADJUSTABLE LENGTH: 38-53 cm

ARTICLE NUMBER: 100HA-K-[colour code]-2015
/Packaged: 100HA-K-[colour code]-2015-P/

in a width of 50 mm, in all colours
ADJUSTABLE LENGTH: 49-70 cm 

ARTICLE NUMBER: 200HA-K-[colour code]-2015
/Packaged: 200HA-K-[colour code]-2015-P/

A closable handle located at the central 
ring allows the dog to be held firmly and 

lifted securely. It can be fixed firmly by 
means of a heavy duty buckle made from 

Swiss materials and a safety strap fastener. 
The German made strap material of the 

collar is easy to clean and dimensionally sta-
ble. A hook & loop fastener surface allows the 

attachment of various labels – from now on your 
dog can wear labels not only on the harness, but 

on the collar as well!
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In appearance it harmonizes 
with the Color & Gray super-
grip leashes, but it will not 
irritate the fur of the dog, as the 
thin rubber threads ensuring 
the optimum grip are replaced 
with polyester in the collar.

PATENT OFFICE REGISTRATION NUMBER:

EU 002858928-0002
EU 002858928-0003

AVAILABLE SIZES

1. 
WIDTH:
20 mm 
ADJUSTABLE LENGTH:
27-42 cm
ARTICLE NUMBER: 
220CG-[colour code] 

2. 
WIDTH:
25 mm
ADJUSTABLE LENGTH:
39-65 cm 
ARTICLE NUMBER: 
225CG-[colour code]

COLOR & GRAY® COLLARS

PINK BLUE RED

text i l E  st rap

F r o m  G e r M a n y



STORE IN A DRY PLACE, AWAY FROM DIRECT SUNLIGHT.
NOT FOR TIE OUT!
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  LU
M

IN
O®

CO
LL

AR
S

The luminous collars glow in the dark, depending on the 
intensity of natural or artificial light exposure. A phospho-
rescent material is capable of emitting light only after ex-
posure to light, depending on the duration and intensity of 
light exposure. The neon colour is bright even in daylight, 
especially against the first class black leather lining around 
the neck of the dog.

Width: 25 mm

Patent Office Registration Number: EP2976945

AMaq
ua

marine

SN

neon

R
red

Products recommended with the IDC® Lumino® collars:

PN

pink

OR
ora

nge

P

bla
ck

87

COLOUR NECK GIRTH ARTICLE NUMBER

1. neon 30-65 cm 214HB-L-SN-[45-70]

2. red 30-65 cm 214HB-L-R-[45-70]

3. pink 30-65 cm 214HB-L-PN-[45-70]

4. orange 30-65 cm 214HB-L-OR-[45-70]

5. black 30-65 cm 214HB-L-P-[45-70]

6. aquamarine 30-65 cm 214HB-L-AM-[45-70]
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An ideal choice instead of 
a pinch collar. It is made of 
a 3.5 mm thick rigid textile 
cord, the usability of which 
has been proven in practice 
in the case of aggressive and 
panicking dogs. It should be 
used with a short leash, with-
out any force!

CONTACT COLLAR 
WITH STOP

NECK GIRTH ARTICLE NUMBER

22-76 cm 20235-[25-80]

NOT FOR TIE OUT!

It is a special combination of a strap covered with 2 mm thick leather and pressure 
distribution pads, resulting in an extra soft but very strong leather collar, tested to a 
static load capacity of over 400 kg. With an adjustable and closable handle. Available 
in different lengths.

OEKO LEATHER COLLAR

WIDTH NECK GIRTH ARTICLE 
NUMBER

40 mm 32-73 cm 40082-[45-80]

WIDTH NECK GIRTH COLOUR ARTICLE 
NUMBER

25 mm 32-53 cm black 25083-[45-60]

40 mm 32-73 cm British flag 400H-UK-[50-80]

40 mm 32-73 cm German flag 400H-DE-[50-80]

40 mm 32-73 cm 40083-[45-80]



        DOG TOYS
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NEON (FLUORESCENT) IDC® BALL 

The neon coloured IDC® fluorescent ball is made 
from silicone rubber, and it is a very durable 
motivation toy for both puppies and adult dogs. 
Due to its angular shape, the fluorescent ball is 
an ideal bouncing prey, suitable for hiding treats 
inside, and provides endless fun to your dog 
while playing. The closable handle protects the 
dog from potential injuries that can be caused by 
the loop, if the dog steps into it.

IDC® CAOUTCHOUC BALL WITH STRING  The 

IDC® caoutchouc ball is made from natural 
rubber, with a firmly attached, heavy duty string, 
the handle of which is closable, and adjustable 
by a rubber slide adjuster. This way the dog can 
be prevented from stepping into it while playing.

PRODUCT DIAMETER ARTICLE NUMBER
1. IDC® Neon fluorescent ball - HARD 60 mm 242-BLL-60
2. IDC® Orange fluorescent ball - SOFT 60 mm 242-BLL-60-ORW
3. IDC® Caoutchouc ball with a closable handle

50, 60, 70 mm 
242BLK-[diameter]

4. IDC® Caoutchouc ball without a handle 242BLC-[diameter]

2.
1.

4.

3.

BALLS

ATTENTION!
The toys and training equipment have been developed for the shared activities of humans and dogs. 
Never leave the dog unattended with these products, as it may chew and swallow them! 
Store in a dry place, away from direct sunlight.

Patent Office Registration Numbers: DE202010012569U1, 001924663-0009

PRODUCT DIAMETER ARTICLE NUMBER
1. Neon (fluorescent) IDC® ball

80, 100, 170 mm 
KORA[1, 2, or 3]

2. Orange (fluorescent) IDC® ball KORA[1, 2, or 3]-OR

It is an ideal tool for gentle, light play, and 
for triggering the predatory instinct in young 
dogs, both in water and on the ground.

With its striking colour and soft design, it is an 
ideal toy for preparing dogs for dog shows, or 
for training them to get used to swimming.

It is made with traditional handicraft 
techniques and sewn by hand, just like the 
best footballs. The product is available in 
three sizes.

SHOW TRAINING 
BALL

Copycats look the same, but real dogs know the difference®

ATTENTION!
The toys and training equipment have been developed for the shared activities of humans and dogs. 
Never leave the dog unattended with these products, as it may chew and swallow them! 
Store in a dry place, away from direct sunlight.
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ARTICLE NUMBER: 28534-YM

The Yankee-Map is a multifunctional 
motivational toy and treat holder: it can be 
used both as a prey and for improving the 
biting skills of the dog.  Even less active 
dogs will enjoy playing with this versatile 
toy. Inside the Yankee Map, there are several 
pockets and a removable bite tug. 

Patent Office Registration Numbers:
DE202011002828U1, 402010004256 0009

YANKEE -MAP

The Aqua Food Dummy® helps to show your dog that playing in water is fun. The small bag can be 
filled with treats and closed easily with a zip fastener. Thanks to the double lining, it is waterproof 
- so the treats hidden inside remain dry, even if the toy is used in water. On the ground, it is an 
excellent aid for search and rescue training. It is available in two sizes.

DPMA PATENT: DE202010015533U1
DPMA DESIGN: 402010004256 0011

AQUA FOOD DUMMY® 

SIZE ARTICLE 
NUMBER

19×10×3 cm 28532-TC

16×6×3 cm 28531-TC

"LECKERLI ROHR" DUMMY
With this floating retrieval toy, which can be 
filled with treats, the dog can, playfully learn 
the basic water-retrieving skills. On the ground, 
it is an excellent aid for search and rescue 
training. It is made from a durable material, a 
special combination of cotton and nylon.

LENGTH ARTICLE NUMBER
20 cm 28533

ATTENTION!
Never leave the dog unattended with these products, as it may chew and swallow them! 
Store in a dry place, away from direct sunlight.
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LEATHER
MUZZLES

European 
handmade
European 
handmade

LEATHER MUZZLE

LIGHT

LEATHER MUZZLE

POLICE

A closed muzzle made from a 4 
mm thick leather, it is the best 
protection against bite acci-
dents, but it is still breathable 
and designed to suit the needs 
of the dog. It is ideal for every-
day use for service, working or 
sporting dogs, but it is useful 
even for a stronger pet. It is 
available in three sizes for me-
dium and large dogs. For dogs 
between 20-40 kg.
ARTICLE NUMBER: 173[1-2-3-4]-G

LEATHER MUZZLE

CLOSED

This muzzle is made of 2.5 mm 
thick leather straps. It is light 
and soft, ideal as  a first muzzle 
for your dog. It is available from 
mini to medium size.

ARTICLE NUMBER: 171[size]

It has been developed especially for 
service dogs, it is recommended for 
guard work. The muzzle is handsewn, 
with metal rein- forcement and a 
cushion pad. The nose part has a 
neoprene lining to prevent injuries. 
The neck strap is equipped with a 
quick release, safety buckle fastener.
ARTICLE NUMBER: 1720[1-2-4]

light

police

closed

This product contains nickel and chrome plated elements.
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Both the straps and the nose padding part 
of these muzzles have been designed to suit 
the needs of Austrian and Hungarian service 
dog units. The nose padding is made of a 
breathable or closed cell foam layer, which 
prevents injuries to the nose of the dog and 
any subsequent infections.

ARTICLE NUMBER: 190[size]

METAL
MUZZLES

The product contains nickel and chrome plated elements.

DUMBBELLS

LEATHER BITE TUG
Leather is a material that 
every dog likes to take into 
its mouth: it is soft and 
natural, and smells good. 
The at least 2 mm thick 
leather, due to its slippery 
surface, encourages the dog 
to grip it more firmly. It is 
durable and resistant even 
to high loads.

JUTE BITE TUG

The surface of the cotton fab-
ric is ideal for bite training, as 
its slippery surface motivates 
the dog to bite harder. The ex-
perts of JULIUS-K9® have im-
proved its load capacity and 
bite resistance with a nylon 
material. For the perfect bite 
experience, the resilience of 
the tug is provided by inner 
materials also used in the 
manufacturing of mattresses. 
It is available in mixed col-
ours.

COTTON/NYLON BITE TUG

THE TOYS AND TRAINING EQUIPMENT HAVE 
BEEN DEVELOPED FOR THE SHARED ACTIVI-
TIES OF HUMANS AND DOGS.

YOU USE OUR PRODUCTS AT YOUR OWN 
RISK. 
WE DO NOT ASSUME RESPONSIBILITY FOR 
ANY INJURY RESULTING FROM IMPROPER 
USE.

TUGSLEATHER
JUTE

COTTON/NYLON

It is made from a nylon rein-
forced, traditional jute mate-
rial, for developing biting
skills. 

ATTENTION!
Never leave the dog unattended with these products, as it may chew and 
swallow them! Store in a dry place, away from direct sunlight.

Our dumbbells are made of hardwood, they are resistant 
and durable. Their design provides a comfortable grip for 
the dog.
They are available in different sizes and shapes, their weight 
is adjusted according to the official competition rules.
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JOGGING BELT

For jogging, cross-country skiing & carefree walking. 
It is a padded belt with a reflective stripe.Warning! 
It has built-in protection against sudden pulls, to 
protect your hand and waist.

JOGGING BELT WITH RUBBER LEASH

For jogging, cross-country skiing, carefree walking. 
It is available in three versions, depending on the 
weight of the dog.

LEASH WITH A QUICK RELEASE MECHANISM

A rubber leash and a quick release mechanism 
together make a perfect combination. It can be 
used effectively anywhere, whether for outdoor 
training or for service dog work. Thanks to its 
heavy-duty material, the leash is resistant to 
environmental effects, and dampens sudden 
pulls and other physical loads. With the quick 
release mechanism, it can be connected firmly 
and securely to either a jogging belt, or a tactical 
belt used during missions.  If necessary, it can 
be disconnected in one quick movement, so the 
dog can run freely. The sensitive quick release 
mechanism is immediately activated by a firm 
push or a strong hit from a police baton, so it will 
not distract the attention and time of the handler 
from the events.

QUICK RELEASE MECHANISM

This practical little device allows you to release 
your dog in one quick move, if necessary. During 
field training there were situations when it is safer 
for both the dog and the owner, if they are not 
connected.

In such situations, the owner can release the dog 
in a moment, without having to stop or look for 
the connection point of the leash for minutes. The 
quick release mechanism is especially popular 
among service dog handlers, as it makes the dog 
immediately deployable in real situations.

WEIGHT OF THE DOG LENGTH ARTICLE NUMBER

0 - 15 kg 1,9 m 110JO/0

15 - 25 kg 1,9 m 110JO/1

25 - 70 kg 1,9 m 110JO/2

ARTICLE NUMBER 110SA

LENGTH ARTICLE NUMBER

74-124 cm  100JG

ARTICLE NUMBER 100SA



CLOTHING

CLOTHING
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K-9® HOODIE
Real sporty clothing, ideal for any sporting 
activities with dogs, but can also be worn 
for any leisure activities. The full-zip hoodie 
is comfortable and breathable, made from 
50% cotton and 50% polyester.

K-
9®

 HOO
DI

E

SIZE
S, M, L, XL, XXL (black: S-5XL)

K-9® FULL-ZIP HOODIE
It is really sporty, ideal for any sports 
activities with dogs, but can also be 
worn for any leisure activities. The 
full-zip hoodie is comfortable and 
breathable, made from 50%  cotton 
and 50% polyester.

Thanks to its material and hood, 
it is practical to wear in cold and 
windy weather. The pockets can 
carry smaller items. All full-zip 
hoodies have the K-9® logo both on 
the front and the back.K-

9®
 FU

LL
-Z

IP
HO

OD
IE

SIZE
S, M, L, XL, XXL

10K9P-S-[size]

10K9P-G-[size]

10K9P-VZ-[size]

10K9Z-S-[size]

10K9Z-DNP-[size]

10K9Z-SC-[size]

10K9Z-R-[size]
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K-9® CHILDRENS T-SHIRTS AND SWEATERS It is a really sporty hoodie that kids love to 
wear. It is comfortable and durable, made from 
50% cotton and 50% polyester.

It has the K9® logo both on the front and the back.

AVAILABLE COLOURS

SIZE
XS, S, M, L, XL

ARTICLE NUMBER
10K9ZK-[colour code]-[size]

BLUE RED

It is comfortable, made from 
100% cotton for the smallest - and 
the prospective - dog owners. 
With Golden retriever graphics on 
a grey background.

SIZE
XS, S, M, L, XL

ARTICLE NUMBER
12KGR-GOL-[size]
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Our T-shirts provide a sporty, street look, which is 
ideal to wear for any leisure activity. Besides the round 
neck unisex version, they are available with a polo neck 
for men, and with a V-neck for women. The round neck 
and polo neck T-shirts are comfortable and breathable, 
made from 100% cotton. The V-neck T-shirts for women 
are pleasant to the touch and elastic, made from 95% 
cotton and 5% elastane.
They have the K-9® logo both on the front and the back.

AVAILABLE COLOURS

ORIGINAL K-9® T-SHIRT

WITH POLO NECK FOR MEN AND WITH V-NECK FOR WOMEN.

SIZE
S, M, L, XL, 2XL
T-SHIRT (BLACK ONLY): S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 4XL, 5XL

ARTICLE NUMBER:

OGNE

T-SHIRT 12T[COLOUR CODE]-[SIZE]

T-SHIRT WITH POLO NECK FOR MEN 
(BLACK)

12GK9-S-[SIZE]

T-SHIRT WITH V-NECK FOR WOMEN (BLACK) 12VK9-S-[SIZE]

USA T-SHIRT (WHITE LOGO ON A BLACK 
BACKGROUND)

12TK9-US-[SIZE]

USA T-SHIRT (WHITE LOGO ON A BLACK 
BACKGROUND)

12TK9-US2-[SIZE]

ORIGINAL K9 SPORTS T-SHIRT (GREY) 12TGR-US2-[SIZE]

TSA

K-9® T-SHIRT

Copycats look the same, but real dogs know the difference®



MATERIAL
COTTON, IMPREGNATED
ARTICLE NUMBER
BLACK: 10UHS + [size]
BLACK-NEON: 10UHS-NE-[size]
BLACK-BEIGE: 10UHS-BE-[size]
BLACK-RED: 10UHS-R-[size]
SIZE
34-62

AVAILABLE COLOURS

THESE PANTS are made to military standards - this shows 
that they have to meet a variety of requirements. They are 
made from a durable material, yet they are comfortable to 
wear and suitable both for leisure activities and for serious 
fieldwork. Their scratch-resistant surface can withstand 
environmental extremes. The legs of the pants can be zipped 
off above the knee, so they can be converted into shorts in a 
few movements, as needed.

R

K-9® WATERPROOF PANTS

These pants are an ideal choice for armed units and 
security companies. They will not disappoint those 
looking for durable and comfortable clothing for 
leisure activities either.

Thanks to their special material, these pants are 
water-repellent, scratch-resistant, while at the same 
time breathable. 

MATERIAL
WATERPROOF, BREATHABLE
ARTICLE NUMBER
10UHSW+[size]
SIZE
36-62

K-9® ZIP-OFF PANTS

K-9® TRAINING APRON

It is an excellent replacement for the training vest, especially in the summer. 
It has large pockets on the front and the back for keeping treats and toys, as 
well as pockets with zippers and snaps on the front of the skirt. D-rings and 
carabiners provide quickly accessible attachment options. It is made from a 
strong, scratch-resistant, water-repellent material. It has an elastic waist, and 
closes in the front with a buckled belt. Machine washable at max. 40 °C.

R

AVAILABLE COLOURS

ARTICLE NUMBER
10RO-[colour code]-[size]
SIZE
XS-S, M-L, XL-XXL
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IT IS MADE FROM A WATER-REPELLENT MATERIAL; its scratch-resistant surface 
ensures complete safety during any type of training. Its many pockets carry all your 
essential items.

All the pockets have snaps, even the one on the back.
ARTICLE NUMBER
BLACK: 11K9W+[size]

SIZE
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL, 3XL, 4XL, 5XL

K-9® VEST

AVAILABLE COLOURS

R

K-9®
SHORT VEST

IT IS AN IDEAL CHOICE for those who 
never have enough pockets. When you 
wear this, everything is at hand without 
having to carry anything. There is a large 
pocket even on the back, so you can get 
out treats and motivational toys at the 
most unexpected moments and from the 
most unexpected places, keeping your 
dog interested during the training.
Although this vest has been designed 
primarily for dog trainers and sporting 
dog owners, it is popular among 
photographers and hikers as well.

ARTICLE NUMBER
10WKS - [R/NE/BE] - [size]
SIZE
XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL, 3XL, 4XL, 5XL

R

AVAILABLE COLOURS

your own lo
go

112 113
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The sports sack is made from a waterproof material, is closable with drawstrings, 
and comes with an inner pocket with a hook & loop fastener; which is excellent for 
storing a mobile phone or documents. The sack also has a reinforced bottom. The 
drawstrings have comfortable leather padding at the shoulder parts, so the sack 
can also be used as a backpack. The JULIUS-K9® label, attachable by hook & loop 
fastener, can be replaced with a custom label.

dimensions: 35×45 cm; volume: 11 litres

K-9® SPORTS SACKK-9® BELT BAG

AVAILABLE COLOUR

ARTICLE NUMBER: 13RS-P-1

EU trademark

IT IS A WATER-REPELLENT AND SCRATCH-RESISTANT BELT BAG, made from the 
same material as the well-known JULIUS-K9® training vests.*  Maximum usability is  
ensured by an outer pocket with a K9 zipper and a document holder inside the large 
storage pocket. The volume of the large storage pocket of the bag is 1.5 litres.The 
length of the strap is adjustable between 84 and 122 cm.

AVAILABLE COLOURS

*With the exception of the version made from jeans.

The large storage pocket of the belt bag with 
a Dobermann design has a removable treat 
holder, attached by a hook & loop fastener and 
a dog dirt bag holder. 

13GT-P-1 13FGT 13GT-DOB
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TRADITIONAL JULIUS-K9® LEATHER BELT made from 3.5 mm 
thick leather, in a width of 4 cm and in a length of 110 or 125 cm.

SIZE
M (110 cm), L (125 cm)

ARTICLE NUMBER

13K9B + [size]

THE K9® SPORTSWEAR WOULD NOT BE COMPLETE WITHOUT THE 
CLASSIC BASEBALL CAP either. The elegant black colour is a perfect 
background for the JULIUS-K9® or the red K-9® logo.

SPORTS SACK

K-9®    
LEATHER BELT

K-9® CAP

10K9K 10K9K - US

THE MILITARY CAP is ideal either for 
sports, or as street wear, thanks to the 
now so fashionable military style. Its 
beige colour makes it a fashionable ac-
cessory for any outfit. 

10K9KM-B

European 
handmade
European 
handmade



POLICE
EQUIPMENT



TEASING TUGS

BITE PAD

Teasing tugs are tools for developing the grip of beginner dogs. The movement of the leather 
or cotton/nylon teasing tug imitates the unpredictable movements of a live prey, so it is suit-
able for triggering and encouraging the predatory instinct. 

The dog needs to pay attention to grabbing it firmly, because the material is slippery by 
nature. Both the leather and the cotton/nylon version are durable, heavy-duty and resistant. 
The firmly fixed handle makes the work comfortable for the trainer as well.

1. The cotton/nylon bite pad is available in three sizes, and the largest size is available in soft 
and hard versions. The highly flexible inner materials and the cover made of the cotton/nylon 
fabric made by JULIUS-K9® guarantee the perfect bite experience. It is essential equipment 
for the training of service dogs.

2. The leather bite pad, thanks to its material and slippery surface, is perfectly suitable for 
improving the biting skills. It is available in soft and hard versions.

3. The jute bite pad is made of the thickest and toughest fabric. It is the equipment commonly 
used for the guard work of sporting dogs. It is available in soft and hard versions

The materials of the products are made by the production team of JULIUS-K9®, from 
beginning to end; from the production of the thread to the fabric.

The fabrics for tugs, sleeve covers and police dog training equipment are made with a high 
cotton content and polyester reinforcement.

TEASING TUGS

BITE PAD

MATERIAL ARTICLE 
NUMBER

1. cotton/nylon 185BW
2. leather 185HL

1.

2.

MATERIAL ARTICLE 
NUMBER

cotton/nylon, soft 144BW

cotton/nylon, soft 
medium

144BWM

cotton/nylon, soft 
mini

144BWSM

144BH

leather, soft 144LW

leather, hard 144LH

jute, soft 144JW

jute, hard 144JH

Published in 2016

ATTENTION!
Never leave the dog unattended with these products, as it may chew and swallow them! You use our training 
equipment at your own risk. We do not assume responsibility for any injury resulting from improper use. Store 
in a dry place, away from direct sunlight.
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TWO-HANDLE BITE 
WEDGE

3-HANDLE
BITE WEDGE

The 143BK-W is recommended for puppies over the age of 3-6 months, and is the next level 
in the training of young dogs directly after the 185HL or 185BW teasing tug. The purpose of 
the bite wedge is to encourage the dog to bite. Its outer cover is gentle on the teeth of the 
dog, and it is the smallest one among our bite wedges. The softness of the foam and the 
design of the outer fabric helps the puppy to be trained for sports or hunting to develop a 
confident grip.
An inner plastic frame connects the two wooden handles to each other; this design greatly 
increases the rigidity and stability of the product.

The 144BK-H and 144BK-W are recommended for dogs over the age of 6-8 months, and they 
are curved to encourage the dog to bite in the middle. When using this wedge, the dog is 
forced to open its mouth as wide as for the hard sleeves. The flexibility of the soft inner foam 
material is perfect for triggering the predatory instinct. With these tools the playfulness of 
the training can be easily maintained.

It offers an ideal transition before doing sleeve work by practising a sufficiently deep and 
secure grip. During playful bite training, this equipment allows the dog to practise jumping 
into the air and landing on the ground. The design and flexibility of the wedge-shaped grip 
surface gives the dog a good grip experience, and helps it to learn “nasal breathing”. The bite 
wedge with cotton/nylon fabric is recommended for dogs with an uncertain grip.

TWO-HANDLE BITE WEDGE

3-HANDLE BITE WEDGE

MATERIAL ARTICLE 
NUMBER

1. jute 144JK-W-2015
2. cotton/nylon 144BK-W-2015

PRODUCT TYPE ARTICLE 
NUMBER

1. soft 143BK-W
2. hard 144BK-H
3. soft 144BK-W

1.

1.

2.

2.

3.

ATTENTION!
Never leave the dog unattended with these products, as it may chew and swallow them! You use our training 
equipment at your own risk. We do not assume responsibility for any injury resulting from improper use. Store 
in a dry place, away from direct sunlight.
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PUPPY SLEEVE

YOUNG DOG SLEEVE 
(WITH A RED STRAP 
SECTION)

MATERIAL ARTICLE 
NUMBER

1. cotton / nylon 031KW-2015
2. jute 032KW-2015

MATERIAL ARTICLE 
NUMBER

cotton / nylon 031WE-2015
jute 032WE-2015

After training with a teasing tug and a bite tug, the size of the tool, which imitates the prey, 
can be increased. In 2015 as an addition to a wide range of bite wedges the 
JULIUS-K9® puppy sleeve (extra flexible bite wedge equipped with a shoulder  
protector) was developed. It can be an ideal reward for your 6-8-month old dog.  
Whilst wearing it, in addition to maximum comfort, it allows the trainer to perform playful 
tug-of-war and sleeve training. When it is hold with the wooden handle the sleeve is great 
for “swinging” training.    
 
Due to its inner plastic reinforcement the sleeve is super lightweight and at the same time 
amazingly stable and bite-resistant. These sleeves are available with covers, made of cot-
ton/nylon or jute fabrics made by JULIUS-K9®. The size of the prey is  
increased for the dog with the size of the shoulder protector. Made of a soft material. 
 
Neither the weight nor the size of the sleeve causes a problem for the dog to carry the prey 
as a reward. Its weight distribution is symmetrical,encouraging the dog to grab and to hold 
it at the middle. 

PATENT OFFICE REGISTRATION NUMBER: 002748269-0001

PUPPY SLEEVE

It is equipped with a medium-hard bite wedge. The jute  version  is  made  of  the  thickest 
jute fabric, while the cotton/nylon version is  made  with  inner  fabric  reinforcement.  After 
the wide range of bite wedges, the JULIUS-K9® young dog sleeve (extra flexible bite wedge 
equipped with a shoulder protector) developed in 2015 can be an ideal reward for your 
6-8-month-old dog.

Due to its inner plastic reinforcement, the sleeve is super lightweight while amazingly stable 
and bite-proof at the same time. It is available with a cover made of the cotton-nylon.

The size of the prey is increased for the dog by the shoulder protector made from a soft 
material as an extension of the material of the sleeve. Neither the weight, nor the size of 
the sleeve causes a problem for the dog carrying it as a reward. Its weight distribution is 
symmetrical, encouraging the dog to grab and hold it in the middle.

PATENT OFFICE REGISTRATION NUMBER: 002755686-0001

YOUNG DOG SLEEVE

1.

2.

A JULIUS-K9® development from 2015.

ATTENTION!
Never leave the dog unattended with these products, as it may chew and swallow them! You use our training 
equipment at your own risk. We do not assume responsibility for any injury resulting from improper use. Store 
in a dry place, away from direct sunlight.
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3.

HARD

JULIUS-K9 SPORTS 
SLEEVE COLLECTION

PRODUCT ARTICLE 
NUMBER

1. right-handed, 
soft 145K9-2015-RW

1. left-handed, soft 145K9-2015-LW
2. right-handed, 
hard 145K9-2015-RMH

2. left-handed, 
hard 145K9-2015-LMH

3. right-handed, 
hard 145K9-2015-RH

3. left-handed, 
hard 145K9-2015-LH

The members of the sleeve collection, developed in three different hardnesses by the 
summer of 2015, wrote themselves into the history of the company as the top models of 
JULIUS-K9®. The developers put great emphasis on quality materials, and developed the 
equipment with great care to provide many years of use. The comfort and mobility of the 
forearm are really displayed while the dog is working.

The hardness of the grip surface is shown by the colour of the shoulder protectors as well.    
The blue shoulder protector indicates the extra soft version, the red, a medium-hard version, 
and the black, a hard version. The ones with the red and blue shoulder protectors have a 
straight grip surface.

General features:
- Extra elbow and handle lining
- Straight blade part
- Fabric underlay under the blade part to limit the elongation of the leather

1. soft: 145K9-2015-LW and 145K9-2015-RW
- Soft bite surface
- Bite surface with inner textile reinforcement
- Blue shoulder protector and forearm closing element
- Extra soft impact area at the blade part

PATENT OFFICE REGISTRATION NUMBER: 002859223-0001

2. medium-hard: 145K9-2015-LMH and 145K9-2015-RMH
- Bite surface with inner textile reinforcement
- Red shoulder protector and forearm closing element
- Leather cover subjected to tensile test
- Extra soft impact area at the blade part

PATENT OFFICE REGISTRATION NUMBER: 002859223-0002

3. hard: 145K9-2015-RH and 145K9-2015-LH
- Extra flexible bite surface with multiple inner reinforcement
- Black shoulder protector and forearm closing element
- Leather cover subjected to tensile test
- Impact area with foam at the blade edge

JULIUS-K9 SPORTS SLEEVE COLLECTION

1.

SOFT

2.

MEDIUM

ATTENTION!
Never leave the dog unattended with these products, as it may chew and swallow them! You use our training 
equipment at your own risk. We do not assume responsibility for any injury resulting from improper use. Store 
in a dry place, away from direct sunlight.
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K9 TRAINING SLEEVE

FLYING BOMB®

MULTIFUNCTIONAL 
SLEEVE 2015

PRODUCT ARTICLE 
NUMBER

Training sleeve 
right-handed, soft

145K9-15-DE-RW

Training sleeve 
left-handed, soft

145K9-15-DE-LW

PRODUCT ARTICLE 
NUMBER

Flying bomb 144-2IN1-2015

PRODUCT ARTICLE 
NUMBER

sleeve 145ORL-2015
1. cotton/ nylon 
cover 145ORL-C-BN-15

2. jute cover 145ORL-C-JU-15
sleeve + cotton 
cover 145ORL-BN-2015

sleeve + jute cover 145ORL-JU-2015

as the 114K9-R-W and 144K9-L-W short sleeves - with a shoulder protector.

„Germany” 145K9-2015-DE-RW and 145K9-2015-DE-LW training sleeves
- Soft bite surface, raised at both sides
- Black shoulder protector with the German national colours
- Fabric underlay under the blade part to limit the elongation of the leather
- Leather cover subjected to tensile test
- Maximum movability regardless of the arm size of the trainer

K9 TRAINING SLEEVE

After the use of bite wedges, it gives a “sleeve like” grip experience to both the dog 
and the trainer. The blade part (bite portion) is wedge-shaped; its high flexibility helps 
beginner dogs during grip and bite work. The jute outer material is made of the thickest 
fabric. This tool has become essential in improving the jump in the direction  of the 
prey and the grip (bite) in the air. 

The very movable and comfortable “Flying bomb®” short sleeve is a fantastic tool to 
help the trainer divert the movement of the dog during sleeve training. The foam-lined 
strap at the elbow joint is adjustable to the level of the training and the arm size of the 
trainer.    

The product is ideal as preparation for the one grade harder 
multifunctional sleeve, equipped with a replaceable protective cover.

FLYING BOMB®― FLIEGERBOMBE®

This truly unique sleeve was launched into the market in the middle of 2015. Its han-
dle ensures a stable hold from both directions.  The grip surface  is soft, curved and 
covered with hard-wearing leather. The equipment is excellent as preparation for the 
hard sleeve. It is adjustable around the elbow joint. The elbow is fully protected by the 
plastic frame of the sleeve. It allows a quick change of sides and maximum movability.

The protective cover is attachable by hook & loop fasteners. By replacing the cover as 
necessary, the use of the equipment can be extended up to 10 years.

PATENT OFFICE REGISTRATION NUMBER: 002148718-0003

MULTIFUNCTIONAL SLEEVE 2015

1. 2.

TRAINING

ATTENTION!
Never leave the dog unattended with these products, as it may chew and swallow them! You use our training 
equipment at your own risk. We do not assume responsibility for any injury resulting from improper use. Store 
in a dry place, away from direct sunlight.
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PROTECTIVE COVER

PRODUCT ARTICLE 
NUMBER

1. waterproof poly-
ester cover 144PE

2. cotton/nylon 
bite surface attach-
able by hook & 
loop fastener

144BN

3. jute bite surface 
attachable by hook 
& loop fastener

144JU

polyester cover + 
cotton/nylon bite 
surface

144PEBN

polyester cover + 
jute bite surface 144PEJU

It is a standard size, adjustable protective cover with a replaceable bite surface attachable 
by hook & loop fastener and straps. It offers a unique solution for the optimally tight adjust-
ment of the cover on the sleeves. This cover fits all the standard size sleeves used in dog 
sports (e.g. Sports sleeve; Leather sleeve). If used as intended, it is enough to adjust the 
cover tighter from time to time, and only the replaceable bite surface attachable by hook & 
loop fastener needs to be replaced.

It is available in pairs.

PATENT OFFICE REGISTRATION NUMBER: EP2661972

PROTECTIVE COVER WITH A REPLACEABLE BITE SURFACE

A JULIUS-K9® development from 2014.

3.

1.

2.

ATTENTION!
Never leave the dog unattended with these products, as it may chew and swallow them! You use our training 
equipment at your own risk. We do not assume responsibility for any injury resulting from improper use. Store 
in a dry place, away from direct sunlight.
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2in1 SLEEVE

CIVIL PROTECTIVE 
CLOTHING

PRODUCT ARTICLE
 NUMBER

2in1 sleeve 144-1IN2
cover - cotton 144-CC
cover - jute 144-CJ

PRODUCT ARTICLE 
NUMBER

jacket 14ZHJ
pants 14ZHH

It can be used both as a sleeve (it has the same length as the forearm) and as a bite wedge. 
It provides the same bite experience for the dog as hard sleeves. It is recommended to use 
it with a cotton/nylon or jute cover.

2in1 SLEEVE

This super lightweight hidden protective clothing, designed especially for imitating real 
situations, is an essential wear for the training of service dogs. The sleeve and chest parts of 
the jacket and the legs of the pants are adjustable by hook & loop fasteners. By adjusting the 
carefully selected sleeve parts and legs tightly by the hook & loop fasteners, the protective 
panels inside close on each other. The sleeve parts can be easily released and replaced by 
pulling a string. It is recommended to wear a light military jacket or other cotton clothing 
without any unnecessary buckles and pockets to hide the civil protective clothing during 
work.

Store away from direct sunlight.

The materials of the products are made by the pro- 
duction team of JULIUS-K9® from the beginning to the 
end, from the production of the thread, to the fabric.

The fabrics for tugs, sleeve covers and police dog 
training equipment are made with a high cotton 
content and polyester reinforcement.

CIVIL PROTECTIVE CLOTHING

ATTENTION!
Never leave the dog unattended with these products, as it may chew and swallow them! You use our training 
equipment at your own risk. We do not assume responsibility for any injury resulting from improper use. Store 
in a dry place, away from direct sunlight.
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PROTECTIVE JACKET 
AND PROTECTIVE PANTS

PRODUCT ARTICLE 
NUMBER

jacket 147LE-S-[size]
pants 146LE-S-[size]
1. jacket with USA 
logo

147LE-S-US-
[size]

2. pants with USA 
logo

146LE-S-US-
[size]

This protective clothing has proven its effectiveness in the WUSV competition, it is breathable and 
scratch-proof thanks to its cotton/nylon material.

It allows the trainer to move freely and naturally, while providing a sporty look. It has a lining made 
from PE fabric for maximum comfort. The pants and the jacket can be used separately as well, or 
combined with other accessories.

Our training equipment is to be used at your own risk. We do not assume responsibility for any injury 
resulting from improper use.

PROTECTIVE JACKET AND PROTECTIVE PANTS

1.

2.

ATTENTION!
Never leave the dog unattended with these products, as it may chew and swallow them! You use our training 
equipment at your own risk. We do not assume responsibility for any injury resulting from improper use. Store 
in a dry place, away from direct sunlight.All photos are protected by copyright.
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DOGS LOOKING FOR NEW OWNERS:
www.ebarvahaz.hu/gazdit-keres hu

Please help them with a donation, if you can:
Bank account No.: 10700512-68477558-51100005
Tax No.: 18524105-1-41

Adopt a dog, save a life!

Are you unable to adopt a dog? Take it for a walk!

Address: Tárnok, Lukács-köz, Németh Horse Farm
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